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AbstratThe ontrolling of mobile robots has been and still is in the fous of researhers.Fuzzy rule-based ontrollers are extensively used to ontrol robots. Path plan-ners were reated using di�erent searh methods �nding the shortest trajetorybetween two points and thereby avoiding reorded obstales. The low degreeof automation in hospitals promises huge potential for inreasing logistial ef-fets by the use of mobile robots. Espeially the automated transport of ahospital bed, whih manually requires two persons, would release time fromtransportation ativities. The usage of a mobile robot joined to a hospital bedmakes ontrolling onsiderably harder. This doument desribes a projet a-omplished by me in ooperation with RobCab AB. During the projet, a pathplanner was reated and ontrolling strategies to move a mobile robot joined toa hospital bed between two loations was implemented. The ontrolling strate-gies are not only based on sensor readings from a laser mounted on the mobilerobot and a list of way points provided by a path planner but inorporates alsothe position of the bed in the environment. The robot adapts its behavior toensure a safe movement onsidering the position of the bed whih is not onlydetermined by the kinematis of the robot-bed model but also by an exter-nal fore in the form of a person following the transport (human intelligene).Development was done on the Stage simulator and is intended to be �nallytransferred to a real robot platform. Tests done in the simulator showed thatthe implemented methods are appliable to bring the bed to the desired goaltaking into aount the reation of the person following the transport.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionHospital transports of goods and patients between di�erent hospital units area time-onsuming and laborious task. Mobile robots an be used to trans-port goods autonomously for example inside hospitals, o�es or fatories andthereby disburden the sta� from time onsuming transportations. Anyone whowas in a hospital has probably seen a transport of a bed, with a bedfast pa-tient on it, between two hospital units. It takes two persons to maneuver thebed from one loation to another. An automation of suh a time-onsumingbed transport would give a onsiderable relief to the sta�. RobCab AB [42℄ isa newly established researh and development ompany in the �eld of mobilerobot tehnology with heado�e in Västerås/Sweden. The bakground of thisprojet is that RobCab AB would like to develop methods to automate om-mon manual hospital bed transports. This projet is aomplished for RobCabAB for that purpose and seeks methods to substitute one person in a ommonmanual bed transport by a robot whose major task is to pull the bed, and inthis way disburden the hospital sta� by one person. The intention is that theremaining person, following the transport, assists the transport at the rear ofthe bed. In addition, this robot-bed transport shall be done without havingany sensor devies mounted on an ordinary hospital bed. There is a reasonwhy we believe that this kind of an automated bed transport with a humanhelper is more realizable than a fully automated transport. A ommon manualbed transport is aomplished by two persons, beause the umbersomenessof a hospital bed makes a transport by only one person not feasible withoutassistane (by truk et.). We believe that a bed transport aomplished by arobot alone, would be quite di�ult, not to say impossible, even using the stateof the art robotis methods. Having in mind the possibility of failure during atransport by only one robot, we believe that the ombination of a robot anda person gives advantages. Suh a robot bed transport has ertain similaritieswith a transport aomplished by a trailer type mobile robot, i.e. a transportdone by a mobile robot attahed to a trailer through a join. Although severalstudies have been reported with onsideration of ontrolling trailer type mo-13



14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Robot-assisted hospital bed transport.bile robots [25, 26, 27, 19, 29, 39, 32, 55, 57, 30, 40, 66, 13, 47, 35, 63℄ no onehas applied it to the problem of bed transport. The main hallenge of suha robot bed transport is to build a robust ontrol program that reliably per-forms omplex movements in spite of environmental unertainties, and takinginto aount the safety of the bed by onsidering its position in�uened bythe person following the transport. The interplay between the robot and theremaining person asks for the development of methods that both in planningand exeution take into aount the safety of the bed as well as hanges in theorientation of the bed done manually during the transport. This requirementlaims a de�nition of intelligent behavior in di�erent situations whih an thenbe onsidered during the transport. It is part of this projet to give de�nitionsfor behaviors during a transport, i.e. how should the robot and how should theperson behave in di�erent situations to ensure a safe transport. This projetis based on simulations. At the beginning of the projet, the intention wasto evaluate the methods found in this projet on a real robot platform likethe one urrently developed at RobCab AB. This ould unfortunately not beahieved, beause the development of the methods desribed here took moretime than we expeted. For this reason, all laboratory work has been doneon Stage whih is a robot simulator. As a result of the methods given in thisprojet, the author reommends an extension of this projet where the teh-niques found here are explored on a real robot platform like the one urrentlydeveloped at RobCab AB. In order to reah the above desribed robot-bedtransport, a ontrol program was developed implementing algorithms to plan,navigate and ontrol the motion of a mobile robot onneted through a jointo a bed. The program takes into aount assistane, in the form of sidewisemovement, done by a person following the transport and adapts its ontrollingbehavior to that.



1.1. MOTIVATION 151.1 MotivationThe main task of a hospital is to are for sik people and that is why theare-related proesses are the most important ones. There are several di�erentsupport proesses in the form of, among other things, logistis. For dotors,in general, to be able to operate requires the patients to be transferred to theoperating room. Through interviews and observations in a ward of the hospitalof Eskilstuna (Mälarsjukhuset, Eskilstuna) we were told that the hospital sta�feel manual bed transports ine�etive, tiring, time-onsuming and altogetheras something they would like to be able to handle in a better way. A om-mon manual bed transport, where two persons are employed, takes at least5-10 minutes for a "single trip". During the interview, we got the impressionthat bed transports need to beome more e�ient in order to help to redueosts, waiting times and improve the apaity and the use of resoures. Thisimpression led us to look loser at the situation of the apparent low degree ofautomation in hospitals and to what extent automation ould ontribute re-lieving the hospital sta� from transport ativities. Daniel Gåsvaer and PatrikPhua investigate and evaluate in a ase study [12℄ the potential of logistis au-tomation in health are as a means of inreasing the inter logistial e�ieny.The study shows that only 30% of the working time of the hospital sta� isspend diretly on patient-related tasks and that there is tremendous potentialto release resoures by �nding various automation options in the hospital lo-gistis. As a part of their study they investigated two di�erent wards and aunit for transport and servie from the hospital of Eskilstuna (Mälarsjukhuset,Eskilstuna) in order to get insight at the present time at a Swedish ward. Oneof the hospital wards investigated in [12℄ was the "Viktoriaenheten", a wardwhere we ould interview a leading person about patient transports as well.The unit for transport and servie of disuss is an extern unit that manages thetransportation and servie issues. The fat that the unit is external implies thatthe hospital buys servies from that unit. Aording [12℄ at the urrent timethis unit perform about 15 000 patient transports per year, whih representsabout 87% of the total patient transports. The hospital sta� also performsmany of these transports themselves beause the transport department doesnot manage to aomplish the large number of patient transports or beausethe transports are arranged at too short a notie. Of all transports done about55% are bed transports while 45% are wheel-hair transports. As a result ofthe lak of availability of transport and servie the sta� has less time for thepatients. Many hospitals are often very large, whih means long journeys inthe orridors and elevators, whih indiates the extent of hospital logistis, aswell as its potential by working e�iently. Gåsvaer and Phua ome to the on-lusion that health are is an industry that is in great need of e�ient logistissolutions in whih eonomi pressure demands more e�ieny in health are.One ould ask why we favor an approah where a robot leads the transportat the front of the bed and a person assists the transport at the rear, rather



16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONthan the other way around. We want to release the hospital sta� as muhas possible but leave the last deision about the ontrol of the transport tothe person. A robot leading the transport at the front of the bed would takeover the strenuous work of drawing the bed and steering the front of the bed.Furthermore, the person at the rear has a better overview over the transport,and is able for instane to interrupt the transport quikly when dangeroussituations arise.1.2 Limitations� Patients may in the future, to some extent, beome transported auto-matially when their medial ondition permits this, whih will save alot of resoures. This question has also an ethial and a moral aspetbeside tehnology, and therefore depends on how open the soiety is tonew tehnologies. This problem is not addressed in this projet.� The loalization problem is not addressed in this projet. Loalization isalready solved on the real robot platform urrently developed at RobCabAB. In a nutshell, loalization is there done by odometry, additionallyorreted by a laser range �nder whih sans the environment and om-pares the san with an environmental map.1.3 Main ContributionThe spei� ontributions of this thesis are:� Intelligent behavior - de�nitions are given for how robots and how per-sons should behave during an automated hospital bed transport.� Path planner - the A* searh algorithm was further developed to a pathplanning algorithm searhing for a path holding maximum learane toobstales.� Clearane map (CM) - a method was developed to e�iently ompute aglobal CM.� Fuzzy rule-based ontroller - a fuzzy ontroller was developed taking intoaount, beside "obstale avoidane" and "go to the next way point"behavior, the behavior of the person following the transport.� Corner detetion - a method was developed to detet, during the trans-port of the bed, onvex orners by omputing distanes between the bedand obstales.� Context-Depending Blending (CDB) - CDB was suessfully applied tothe di�erent behaviors generated by the fuzzy ontroller.



1.4. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 17� Path following method - a more robust method for path following wasdeveloped using look-ahead.� Extended defuzzi�ation method - to prevent too low speeds being sentto the robot an extended defuzzi�ation method was developed.1.4 Struture of the ThesisThis thesis is organized as follows:Chapter 2 Desribes all the omponents involved in the setup used to simulatea robot-bed transport, suh as the software and hardware interfaes,the simulated environment and the kinemati model used to simulate arobot-bed transport.Chapter 3 This hapter mirrors a part of the deision making proess of theprojet. First, it gives an overview of the prior knowledge at the begin-ning of the projet, i.e. what kind of problems we have seen and the pos-sible solutions we disussed. Then, the gathered information of a visit atthe hospital of Eskilstuna (Mälarsjukhuset-Viktoriaenheten, Eskilstuna)is presented leading to a de�nition for "intelligent" behavior during ahospital bed transport. Finally, some developed ideas are proposed re-garding how the problems emerging during a robot-bed transport an besolved.Chapter 4 Presents a olletion of basis from literature whih an be broughtin onnetion with this projet. An introdution to some well knownbasi onepts in robotis ontrol is given. Knowledge about these topisis needed to understand the onepts desribed in subsequent haptersof this doument.Chapter 5 Disusses how the methods proposed in Chapter 3 were imple-mented.Chapter 6 Veri�es the found solutions on some simulated runs, and also om-pares the developed path planner with an existing one.Chapter 7 Presents onlusions and disusses future work.





Chapter 2Development Environment andSimulation SetupThis hapter desribes all the omponents and ingredients involved in the setupused to simulate a robot-bed transport. Firstly, the software- and the hard-ware interfaes are desribed. Seondly, a short desription of the simulatedenvironment is given. In the last part of this hapter, the kinemati modelused to simulate a robot-bed transport is desribed.2.1 Stage SimulatorStage is a robot simulator. It is part of the Player Projet [16, 17, 62, 46℄ whihis a projet to reate software for researh into robotis and sensor systems.There are plenty of examples of where the Stage simulator has been used forresearh (e.g. [59, 31, 48, 33, 10, 38, 9, 18, 5, 41, 1, 44, 34℄). All Player soureode is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Publi Liense v2("GPL"), i.e. the soure ode is free software and the user has the freedomto run, opy, distribute, study, hange and improve the software. Stage is amulti-robot simulator that provides failities for reating your own bitmappedenvironments for experimenting with robots. Various sensors and atuatorsare provided, inluding sonar, sanning laser range �nder, olor-blob vision,odometry, grippers, bumpers/whiskers and mobile robot bases. One an useStage in three di�erent ways; one, and probably the most spread method touse Stage, is to ontrol the Stage devies through Player whih is a networkedrobot server. The seond is to use the ompiled "Stage" program that loadsa robot ontrol program from a library. Finally one an write one's own sim-ulator by using the "libstage" C++ library and thereby run and ustomize aStage simulation from inside programs. Unfortunately, the doumentation ofStage primarily desribes how to use the simulator in onjuntion with Player.Apart from that, there are example ontrollers in <stage sr>/examples/trldediated to get people started. Rihard Vaughan, one of the authors of Stage,19



20CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT AND SIMULATION SETUPpresents an example ontroller in [61℄ appliable for beginners. Regardless ofin what way one uses Stage, one always needs a desription of the world to besimulated by Stage in the form of a so alled world �le. Stage loads the world�le on start-up and reates entities as indiated in the �le. Depending on inwhih way one uses Stage the world �le is given as the last ommand line ar-gument when invoking Stage or his own written simulator program. AppendixA presents a simple world �le, indiating three entities using type(...) entries.The world �le reates a Stage window with a size of 700 x 700 pixels enteredat position (10, 7) of the sreen. This window shows a �oor plan with the setsize in m and its origin at (10, 7.5). The �oor plan is stored in the bitmap�le hospital1_200x200X.ppm. The last entry reates a position devie named"r0" with a laser attahed to it. This position devie is a mobile robot withthe initial position (1.750, 1.000) and orientation of 0.000 in degree. Also notethat some time onstants are set in the beginning of the world �le.2.2 Simulation of the Person Following the TransportIn order to simulate the person ontrolling the rear of the bed the gamepadshown in �gure 2.1 was set up, used for simulating a sidewise movement,ontrolling the speed et.

Figure 2.1: Gamepad simulating the person ontrolling the rear of the bed.2.3 Host ComputerThe host omputer was an Aer Aspire 5920G, with a 2.2 GHz Intel Core 2Duo proessor and 2 GB RAM, with a NVIDIA GeFore 8600M GT graphishipset with 512 MB VRAM, running Ubuntu - Linux 9.04. At the time ofwriting this is a high-end laptop, equivalent to a mid-range desktop PC.



2.4. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT 212.4 Desription of the Simulated EnvironmentDuring this projet two position models simulating mobile robot bases wereused, one to simulate the robot pulling the bed and the other to simulatethe bed itself. The simulated robot is set to di�erential like a Pioneer robotwhere speed and turn rate are ontrolled. A simulated sanning laser range�nder suh as the SICK LMS 200 was attahed to the simulated robot. Therewere no devies attahed to the position model simulating the bed. Moreover,hospital beds are usually omni-diretionally ontrollable, and for this purposethe model of the simulated bed was set to omnidiretional. The �oor planreated in this projet mirrors orridors and premises in a hospital where anattempt was made to hold a realisti ratio between the bed and the orridors.Figure 2.2 shows the simulated environment used for development during thisprojet, with the simulated robot at the oordinate (10, 2.5). The square atthe oordinate (13, 2) is an unreorded obstale.

Figure 2.2: Simulated Environment with the robot at the oordinate (10, 2.5)and an unreorded obstale at the oordinate (13, 2).2.5 Kinemati ModelIn the ontext of this work, a model is a onstrut that represents a system,entity or proess by a set of variables and a set of logial and quantitativerelationships between them. A kinemati model desribes the motion of objets



22CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT AND SIMULATION SETUPin ontrast to a dynami model without onsideration of the irumstanesleading to the motion.2.5.1 Robot-TrailerDuring this projet a kinemati model of a nonholonomi mobile robot witha trailer based on S. K. Agrawal et al. [25℄ was applied. Figure 2.3 shows theshemati of the system and its on�guration. The trailer is attahed at theenter O of the mobile robot through a simulated rotational joint. The system'son�gurations q are shown in equation 2.1:q =
[

x1 y1 θ1 θ0]T (2.1)As indiated in �gure 2.3, C is the midpoint of the rear axis of the trailerand θ1 and θ0 are the heading angles of the trailer and the robot. The distanebetween the midpoint of the robot and midpoint of the rear axis of the traileris L. Observing the geometri relationships of the model, the position of thetrailer is given by equations 2.2.
x1 = x0 − Lcosθ1
y1 = y0 − Lsinθ1 (2.2)Equation 2.3 shows the kinemati model of the system where S(q) is amatrix spanning the null spae of C(q), i.e. the on�guration of the point C..q= S(q)v(t) (2.3)Veloity is in the model represented as the heading speed v and the turningspeed .

θ0 of the robot. v(t) =
[

v
.
θ0]T (2.4)From 2.4 it is possible to �nd S(q) written as:

S(q) =









cos(θ0 − θ1)cos(θ1) 0
cos(θ0 − θ1)sin(θ1) 0

sin(θ0 − θ1)/L 00 1 (2.5)



2.5. KINEMATIC MODEL 23

Figure 2.3: The kinemati model of a trailer type mobile robot.2.5.2 Robot-BedIn order to simulate a sidewise movement of a person assisting the bed trans-port the set up gamepad, shown in �gure 2.1, ontrols the rear of the bed asindiated in �gure 2.4. The signals sent by the gamepad were set additionallyafter veloity is set for the bed. Angle α is measured and depending on thegamepad signal a new position for the bed is omputed and set aording tothe equations 2.6.



24CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT AND SIMULATION SETUP

Figure 2.4: The kinemati model of the sidewise movement of the bed.
x1 = x0 + L ∗ cos(α + gamepad_signal)

y1 = y0 + L ∗ sin(α + gamepad_signal)

θ1 = α + gamepad_signal
(2.6)



Chapter 3A Priori Knowledge, HumanBehavior and Theoretial ModelsThis hapter desribes parts of the deision making proess of the projet.First, it gives an overview of the prior knowledge at the beginning of thisprojet, i.e. what kind of problems we have seen and the possible solutionswe disussed. Then, the impressions and gathered information of a visit atthe hospital of Eskilstuna (Mälarsjukhuset-Viktoriaenheten, Eskilstuna) aresummarized and presented, leading to a de�nition for "intelligent" behaviorduring a hospital bed transport. At the end of this hapter, some developedideas in form of theoretial solutions are proposed whih we believe ould, ifright implemented, ontribute to solve problems emerging during a robot-bedtransport. It is intended to desribe these approahes and methods but thisdoes not mean that the methods shown here are implemented one-to-one. Theimplementation is desribed in Chapter 5.3.1 Common Manual Bed TransportationNowadays, a ommon manual bed transport is arried out by two persons, onein front of the bed ontrolling the front of the bed and the other at the rearof the bed ontrolling the rear of the bed. We refer here to suh a manual bedtransport as a human-human bed transport. The person ontrolling the frontof the bed does this by pulling in the front forward and sidewise. The personfollowing the transport at the rear of the bed ontrols this by pushing the bedand pulling in its rear sidewise.3.2 Robot Assisted Bed TransportSubstituting the person in front of the bed by a robot would imply that therobot has to take over the tasks of the person desribed above. The remainingperson ould assist the robot primarily in turn movements by pulling sidewise25



26 CHAPTER 3. A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE, HUMAN BEHAVIOR ANDTHEORETICAL MODELSin the rear of the bed. A person following a robot-human bed transport at therear would have to hold the bed in a ertain distane to the nearest obstalespretty similar to when two persons would arry out the transport. The robotshall of ourse adapt its behavior (in a ertain margin) to the amount ofadjustment done by the person ontrolling the rear of the bed up to stop thetransport. A perfet path for suh a robot-bed transport would not be theshortest possible as would be the ase for a robot overing the distane alone.Having this behavior of keeping a ertain distane between the bed and thenearest obstale in mind, the reation of the robot to deviation of this ouldroughly be divided into two ases: passive and ative robot reation.3.2.1 Passive Robot ReationImagine for the �rst ase that the robot plans a path that holds a ertain dis-tane to the nearest obstales both in straight ahead orridors and in urves.The robot ould reat in a more passive way where the veloity of the trans-port is redued up to stop the transport when the distane between the bedand an obstale falls below a ertain threshold. This would be a way to sig-nal the following person to reat more aurately and bring the rear of thebed in a better position. Sine the robot would stop when the bed too muhapproahes obstales, this solution would provide a higher seurity level. Thisway of ontrolling the veloity is furthermore easier to implement beause itonly needs a gradual redution of the veloity in proportion to false positionof the bed. The major drawbak of this approah is its passivity, i.e. the robotwould not modify its own trajetory as a reation to adjustments (sidewisemovement) done by the person.3.2.2 Ative Robot ReationA seond way of robot behavior ould be more ative. The robot ould tryto reat by modifying its own trajetory to the amount of the adjustment(side- wise movement) done by the person. Considering this seond approah,path planning and ontrolling depends highly on the expeted behavior of theperson following the robot-bed transport. The robot ould then try to reat todeviation from this assumption and depart from its planned path. Let us hereagain at on the assumption that the optimal distane between the bed andobstales is a ertain distane. The behavior of the person ould be dividedinto two ases as well: an lazy and an ative person.One ould expet in path planning that the person will follow the transportat the rear of the bed, but will behave somewhat slow and, most of the time,will not move the rear of the bed sidewise. Let us here all suh a personfor a "lazy person". Not maneuvering the rear of the bed at all would meanthat the robot with the bed would behave like a robot-trailer system. In thisase the path planner would not onsider the presene of the person and plan



3.2. ROBOT ASSISTED BED TRANSPORT 27a trajetory that tries, when exeuted, to hold, in every single situation, thedesired distane between the bed and the nearest obstales. In other words, thesafety (holding a ertain distane to obstales) of the bed would lie primarilyin the responsibility of the path planner, whih would try to �nd a path whihould be exeuted without help of the person. In those situations during thetransport where the person interats by sidewise movement the robot ouldmodify its trajetory and shortut its own path when advantages show up. Thiswould save time and shorten its way to the goal. Leaving the safety of the bedto the path planner would release the feedbak ontrol loop (fl) most of thetime from reating to movements done by the person. The fl ould mostlyontrol the "go to next way point" behavior and the "obstale avoidane"behavior. On the other hand it would be quite di�ult to �nd a path planningalgorithm that is able to plan a trajetory under the assumption that theperson following the transport does not reat at all. Suh an algorithm wouldhave to onsider all onstraints of a trailer type mobile robot. For example, itwould have to plan for veering to avoid hanging on orners. Having the narroworridors of hospitals in mind, the path planner would possibly not always �nda feasible path to the goal. In narrow orridors veering might not always bepossible and in suh ases the algorithm would have to plan for a path movingthe robot straight ahead before turning. This is indiated in �gure 3.1. Forobvious reasons approved least-ost path methods for path planning like theA* searh algorithm would not work here. A path, returned from the pathplanner, had probably to be reworked after path planning. When avoidingunreorded obstale the fl would have to, beside the basi obstale avoidane,take over the veering proess as desribed above.
(a) (b) ()Figure 3.1: (a) Veering needed. There is spae for suh a maneuver. (b) Anglebetween robot and bed heading diretion is large and at the same time obstaleaside. Safe the bed by turning to the opposite side. () Turning, but veeringnot possible. Go ahead until the bed is at the same height as the orner.Another assumption about the behavior of the person following the trans-port may assume in path planning that the person more atively partiipatesin the transport. We de�ne here suh a person as an "expert person". Oneould expet in path planning that the person will behave in suh a way thatmost of the time the bed is held in an optimal distane to the nearest obstales.



28 CHAPTER 3. A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE, HUMAN BEHAVIOR ANDTHEORETICAL MODELSThe algorithm for path planning ould then be simpler like e.g. plan a traje-tory that keeps the robot both in straight-ahead-passages and in urves in themiddle of the orridor, i.e. the robot would most of the time hold the samedistane to the nearest obstales surrounding it. The path of the bed would inturn movements deviate from that of the robot and this should be orretedby the person by sidewise movement. The robot would have to reat to thosefew ases where the person does not reat adequately. The robot ould departfrom its planned path when the distane of the bed to obstales deviates fromthe optimal distane and try to bring the bed bak to that optimal position.It ould e.g. when the bed deviates to the left side if possible turn more to theright side and in suh a way bring the bed bak on trak. The safety of thebed is in this approah more in the duty of the ontroller whih is responsibleto hek where the bed is and orret the false position of this. This wouldof ourse burden the fl and would result in a slower loop. It also makes itneessary in every ontrol loop to know the exat position of the bed whihmight be di�ult beause of the aumulating error of ommon position esti-mation methods. On the other hand with some modi�ation on ommon pathsearhing algorithms it would be easier to reate a path planner that leadsthe robot all the time in the middle of the orridors. If we expet to have agrid map desribing the environment one ould for every single ell whih isfree, i.e. not an obstale ell, ompute the distane to the nearest obstale ell.This knowledge ould be used in two aspets. First it ould be applied in pathplanning to get a path whih ful�lls the requirement of a ertain learaneto obstales. Seond, the fl ould use this knowledge and, if not done by theperson following the transport, maneuver the bed in the diretion of those ellswith the highest distane values to the nearest obstale. A speial ase wouldbe when unreorded obstale had to be avoided during the transport. Suh o-asions would make it impossible to determine the middle of the passage wayfrom the grid map. In suh ases the robot sensors ould be used to omputedistanes to obstales and derive from this data the optimal position for thebed.3.3 Premises and Human BehaviorIn order to get an impression of how a ommon bed transportation is arriedout and how humans behave during this, a leading person from the sta� of award (Viktoriaenheten) of the hospital of Eskilstuna (Mälarsjukhuset, Eskil-stuna) was extensively interviewed. Elevators, doors, orridors, beds et. weremeasured, and pitures were taken to get a feeling of how large the room formaneuvering is. Moreover, a movie was reorded, showing a omplete hospitalbed transport from the station to the radiology department.Figure 3.2 shows a ommon hospital bed that was used during the inter-view. It is 89x212 m large and has an axle-base of 115 m. Both axes aresteerable and the bed has a brake whih an be used to blok all four wheels



3.3. PREMISES AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 29simultaneously. Common doors passed during a bed transport have a widthof 105 m. The smallest elevator whih has to be used during the transportbetween the station and the radiology department has a door width of 110 mand is 183x260 m large. The narrowest orridor has a width of 250 m. Figure3.3 shows the premises in the hospital of Eskilstuna. Note the long distanes(frame 3.3d) whih have to be overed during a transport.

Figure 3.2: Hospital bed.The movie was analyzed to de�ne general behavior patterns and maneuversduring a bed transport. Speial attention has been paid to how the transporta-tion sta� maneuver the bed in straight-ahead-driving, in turn movements,when entering and exiting elevators as well as when passing through doors.Figure 3.4 shows a ouple of sreen shots taken from the movie. Frame 3.4a -3.4 show the behavior of the transportation sta� when driving straight ahead.It an be seen that both persons try to keep the bed as far as possible awayfrom the walls, i.e. hold the bed in the middle of the orridor. Frame 3.4d - 3.4fshow turn movements at di�erent plaes of the hospital during the transport.Again, it an be seen that the attempt is made to hold the bed as far as pos-sible away from obstales. Frame 3.4g - 3.4i show how the bed is maneuveredwhen passing through doors (3.4g is the door of an elevator). Here it an alsobe seen that the transportation sta� tries to keep the bed in the middle, i.e.as far as possible away from obstales. Frame 3.4j shows the need to interruptthe transport proess beause of loked doors whih have to be unloked andopened manually. The analysis showed that, both in straight-ahead-drivingand in turn movements, persons try to keep the bed in the middle of the or-ridor. This seems also to be the intention when passing through doors. Onean say, in summary, that during the whole transport a "Maximum Clearane
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(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)Figure 3.3: Premises in the hospital of Eskilstuna.Poliy" applies, i.e. persons arrying out the transport always try to keep thebed as far as possible away from obstales in order to exeute navigation taskssafely.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i) (j)Figure 3.4: General behavior patterns during a manual bed trasport.3.4a - 3.4 behavior when driving straight ahead. 3.4d - 3.4f behavior in turnmovements. 3.4g - 3.4i show how the bed is maneuvered when passing throughdoors. 3.4j need to interrupt the transport proess beause of loked doors.



32 CHAPTER 3. A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE, HUMAN BEHAVIOR ANDTHEORETICAL MODELSA typial maneuver before entering an elevator is to bring the bed in aposition parallel to the long side of the elevator and then pushing the bedinside it. Furthermore, it was observed that when leaving an elevator, a turnmovement is �rst started when the bed for the most part has passed throughthe door of the elevator to avoid getting stuk sidewise. These maneuvers areshown in 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Typial movements.3.4 Exessive Width of a TrailerOne harateristi of a robot-bed onstrution as proposed here, is that the bedis usually wider than the robot. The fat that the bed itself does not have anysensors would probably ause the robot to turn into too narrow paths, wherethere is enough spae for the robot, but the bed would get stuk. Marker polesare used by ars or truks. They are �xed or retratable stiks used as driving-and parking assistane for ollision avoidane, mostly mounted on the fenderorners. For example, truks with mounting wider than the towing vehile, usemarker poles as indiator for the width of the mounting. Two suh markerpoles are labeled by arrows in �gure 3.6. Having suh arti�ial marker poleson the robot would prevent it from moving into too narrow paths. This, ofourse, makes it neessary that the distane between the marker poles and thenearest obstale is known, whih ould be provided by a laser range �nder orby another tool providing distanes to obstales.
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Figure 3.6: Truk with marker poles.3.5 Reation Demanding SituationsThe harateristis of the robot-bed kinemati model makes it neessary tode�ne situations where a reation either by the robot or the person followingthe transport is needed. As a �rst step, a distintion is made between di�erenttypes of orners depending on the angle between the walls met at the orner.Figure 3.7 shows two kinds of orners where a orner with an interior angle of90o is de�ned as "onvex orner" and a orner with an interior angle of 270oas a "onave orner" [43℄.

Figure 3.7: Convex and onave orners.Suppose for example that the bed is out of trak inside a straight aheadorridor or a situation where the bed approahes a onave orner. Figure 3.8



34 CHAPTER 3. A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE, HUMAN BEHAVIOR ANDTHEORETICAL MODELSshows two suh situations. Having the kinemati model from Chapter 2.5 inmind and the fat that the planned path will hold the robot in the middle ofthe orridor, there is usually no reation needed in these situations exept forthe robot having to avoid unknown obstales. Now, imagine a situation wherethe bed will approah a onvex orner. Suh a onvex orner ould belong toa known or unknown obstale. Figure 3.9 shows two suh situations. In thisase, reation is needed beause the kinematis would not imply a orretionof the bed position automatially without getting stuk on an obstale (in thisase the onvex orner).

(a) (b)Figure 3.8: Bed out of trak. No reation needed.
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(a)
(b)Figure 3.9: Bed out of trak. Reation needed.The next question, in this ontext, is how to detet suh a onvex ornerwhen it is lose to the bed, in order to reat on it. If one now ompares thedi�erent situations in �gure 3.8 and 3.9 and tries to �nd the shortest distanebetween a point along an edge of the bed and an obstale, one an see in �gure3.8 that the shortest distane is always between a orner of the bed and anobstale whih indiates that no onvex orner is lose to the bed. The othersituations in �gure 3.9 are di�erent. The shortest distane between the bedand an obstale is in this ase again between a point along the edge of the bedand an obstale but not between any of the orners of the bed and an obstale.This fat indiates a onvex orner lose to the bed. There might be situationswhere this does not hold even though the bed approahes a onvex orner.Suppose a situation where the bed is positioned at the end of a orridor insidea urve aross the ourse of the orridor. Figure 3.10 shows suh a situation.Note, that the distane between orner A and the nearest obstale to A isshorter than the distane between point D and the nearest obstale to D. Thissituation would not indiate a onvex orner if the simple method desribed
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Figure 3.10: Extended onvex orner detetion method.above is used to detet suh a orner. Observe now, point C whih is the pointalong this left edge whih is farthest away from an obstale. If, in a �rst step,the loation of point C is found then the distane between C and its nearestobstale old be used to solve this situation. First, we ould examine pointsalong the setion of the edge whih lies between A and C. For eah of thesepoints, we ould �nd the distane between these points and the nearest obstaleto these points. We ould ompare these distanes with the distane of A tothe nearest obstale to A and the distane of C to the nearest obstale to C. Ifno larger distane is found than the distane of A and C to respetive nearestobstale, no onvex orner is lose to this setion of the edge. We ould thendo the same thing with points along the setion of the edge whih lies betweenB and C and try to �nd a distane whih is shorter than the distane of B andC to respetive nearest obstale. If also this seond test fails, no onvex orneris lose to the whole left edge. In �gure 3.10 point D has a shorter distane toan obstale then B and C indiating a onvex orner.



Chapter 4Basis and Similar ConeptsThis hapter presents a olletion basis and onepts from literature whih arerelated to this projet. A short introdution is given to some, from literatureand researh, well known basi onepts in robotis ontrol. Knowledge aboutthese topis is needed to understand the onepts desribed in subsequenthapters of this doument. For more profound explanations of these oneptsthe reader is referred to relevant literature and to the referenes listed at theend of this doument.4.1 Path PlanningPath planning is a ommon term desribing methods used to �nd a ontinu-ous sequene (path) of onditions (states) between an initial ondition (start)and a �nal ondition (goal), while respeting ertain restritions. Path plan-ning problems arise for example in operations researh (mathematial proessoptimization), sheduling (task optimization) and robotis.4.1.1 Robot Path PlanningPath Planning in robotis is used to determine a route from one oordinateloation to another oordinate along a set of way points whih is ollision-free,feasible given the robot's kinematis and dynamis and, if given, satis�es someextra onstraints (like e.g. be optimal with respet to distane or holding aertain distane to obstales). In robotis the environment where the robotmoves in is often alled workspae. The workspae is usually divided into a setof states represented by a grid map. A grid map is a grid deomposition of theontinuous state spae with numbers in the grid net. This redues the searharea to a simple two dimensional array. Eah ell in the array has a status ofeither "walkable" (the ell is free) or "unwalkable" (the ell is oupied by anobstale). Suppose the searh starts at the goal ell G. A number in ell Ci,jrepresents the ost of traveling from the goal ell G to Ci,j. A state is referred37



38 CHAPTER 4. BASICS AND SIMILAR CONCEPTSto as a position in whih the robot an be, ommonly desribed by a oordinatetuple like (i, j) or (i, j, k) depending on in whih environment the robot ats(R2 or R3). To hange from one state to another, i.e. to reah from one robotposition to another, a state transformation is applied. The problem of �ndinga omplete path from one initial state to a goal state, i.e. from one position inan environment to another, is formulated as a searh in the state spae, i.e. asa searh in all possible positions of the robot. Searh is done by starting at thestart or the goal ell and heking the adjaent ells and generally searhingoutward until �nding the start/goal. The order in whih ells are exploredare referred to as searh strategies. Various searh algorithms are applied inpath planning and some of the easiest non-heuristi ones are breadth-�rst anddepth-�rst [50℄. Suh blind searh methods usually tend to explore a hugenumber of states or need luk in seleting a good diretion in whih to searh.Heuristi searh methods use information about the searh spae and are moree�etive. Examples of heuristi searh methods are the so alled Greedy Searhand the A* searh algorithm [50℄.4.1.2 The A* Searh AlgorithmThe A* (pronouned "A star") searh algorithm is a best-�rst graph searhalgorithm that �nds the least-ost path from a given initial node to one goalnode. The algorithmwas �rst desribed in 1968 by Peter Hart, Nils Nilsson, andBertram Raphael in [21℄. It onsiders both the ost to goal and the ost to startwhen deiding whih ell to expand next in the searh. The path is generatedby repeatedly hoosing the ell with the least total ost from a number ofandidate ells. If implemented right, it is very e�ient and guarantees to �ndthe shortest path between goal and start. The funtion for alulating the ostfor a given ell C an be written as,
f(C) = g(C) + h(C) (4.1)where g(C) denotes the ost from the initial ell to C and h(C) is a heuristiestimate of the ost from C to the goal. The g(C) funtion is easy to alu-late; just feth the value loated in C. The h(C) funtion is trikier. It anbe shown that the A* algorithm gives an optimal path if h is an admissibleheuristi (this means that h should never overestimate the ost to the goal).Having a h funtion that underestimates the ost muh, or in the extremease, is always 0, will ripple the performane of the A* searh. Therefore hshould always alulate the minimal possible ost. Construting the heuris-ti funtion for out 8-onnetivity searh is not so di�ult; let di and dj bethe di�erene between C and the goal in the i and j diretions, respetively.One realizes that the number of steps required to take diagonally to reahthe goal is Min(di,dj). The number of required steps vertial or horizontal



4.2. FUZZY RULE-BASED CONTROL 39is (Max(di,dj) − Min(di,dj)). If the ost of a diagonal step is de�ned to be
scd, and the ost of vertial or horizontal to be scvh, the admissible heuristifuntion is alulated by,

Min(di,dj) ∗ scd + (Max(di,dj) − Min(di,dj)) ∗ scvh (4.2)4.2 Fuzzy Rule-Based ControlThe path planner returns a list onsisting of a olletion of map oordinatesthat desribes the shortest path from start to goal. This list will be handedover to a fuzzy rule-based ontroller. A fuzzy rule-based ontroller is a ontrolsystem based on fuzzy logi and is a way of desribing behaviors by usinga olletion of rules, rather than using some omplex mathematial model.The ontroller analyzes risp input values, got from a to be ontrolled system,translates them into fuzzy variables, whih are logial variable that take onontinuous values between 0 and 1, and provides, aording to those fuzzy vari-ables, ontrol parameter for the system. Fuzzy variables are often referred to as"fuzzy prediates" beause they mirror the truth of a fat. In eah ontrol stepa fuzzy rule-based ontroller performs three sub-steps: the fuzzi�ation, thefuzzy-inferene and at the end the defuzzi�ation. Fuzzi�ation is the proessof generating values for sets of fuzzy prediates using membership funtionsgiven the input of a system to the fuzzy ontroller. Fuzzy-inferene is the pro-ess of reasoning where onlusions from a set of IF-THAN rules are derived.These sets of rules are ommonly referred to as a "rule set" or, beause an beseen as a behavior, as a "behavior produing module" and represents a knowl-edge base telling the system how to behave in di�erent situations from theview point of a partiular behavior. The fuzzy prediates set in fuzzi�ationare in the fuzzy-inferene step used in the IF-parts of the behavior produingmodule(s) to set other fuzzy sets, ontaining fuzzy prediates dediated to theontrol parameter of the system, in the THEN-parts. IF-part and THEN-partof a rule are also alled the "stimulus-part" and the "response-part". A fuzzyontroller an use one or more behavior produing modules. In ase of multiplebehavior produing modules, an arbitration poliy determines whih behav-ior(s) should in�uene the operation of the robot at eah moment and thusultimately determines the task atually performed by the robot. This is donein the simplest form by seleting one behavior for exeution and ignoring allother or in more advaned form by saling the output of eah behavior pro-duing module and deide in this way how muh it in�uenes fuzzy prediatesdediated to the ontrol parameter of the system to be ontrolled. After thestep of fuzzy-inferene a base is given, in form of the in the response-part setfuzzy prediates, for how the system parameters have to be set. The outputfrom fuzzy-inferene beomes the input to the defuzzi�ation proess. The in



40 CHAPTER 4. BASICS AND SIMILAR CONCEPTSthe response part of fuzzy-inferene set fuzzy prediates are in the defuzzi�-ation step onverted into risp ontrol values. Di�erent methods an be usedfor defuzzi�ation. One of the most often used methods is Center of Gravity(CoG). A big advantage of using a rule-based ontroller is that they are pow-erful and versatile; e.g. implementing a ompletely new behavior is relativelysimple (just �gure out the fuzzy prediates to use, and onstrut the rules).ExampleEah individual behavior produing module fully implements a ontrol poliyfor a single objetive, like following a path or avoiding obstales. In a simpleform a fuzzy ontroller lets the robot move to a ertain oordinate and therebyavoiding obstales by using for eah objetive one behavior produing moduleand ombining their output in some way. A rule ould be:IF obstale to right AND NOT(obstale to left) THEN turn leftThe stimulus-part of the rule above ould belong to a fuzzy set avoid obstalesand ould e.g. ontain obstale to right, obstale to left and obstaleahead. The response-part of the rule above would in this example belong to afuzzy set rotate, whih ould onsist of turn left, no turn and turn right.The rule would belong to a behavior produing module used to obtain obstaleavoidane. In fuzzy logi, unlike onventional logi, the statements obstaleto right and obstale to left an be partially true (or false); 0.0 meansabsolutely false, and 1.0 absolutely true. When a rule has been evaluated, thetruth of its response an be fethed and stored. The response above is turnleft. A seond fuzzy set used in the response-part ould be alled veloity andould onsist of bak, none, slow and fast. After the fuzzy sets rotate andveloity has been alulated, respetive set is onverted into a single response.E.g. if both turn left and no turn is 1.0 (absolutely true) and turn rightis 0.0, the resulting response should be something in between turn left andno turn.4.3 Clearane MapIn order to ahieve the in Chapter 3.3 desribed "Maximum Clearane Poliy"it is neessary to have some form of distanes between admissible positions andobstales in the environment. Clearane maps (CM) are used in game develop-ment and the robotis �eld to provide the distane to the nearest obstale forany point of the world [56℄. Examples an be found in [45, 20, 4℄. One suh amap has been omputed, it an be used to �nd paths that pass, with maximumlearane, around obstales or use it in a feedbak ontrol loop to maintain thepositions of objets. Figure 4.1 shows a small map of 20 x 60 pixels and theorresponded CM, that was omputed by using a grid map representation ofthe environment desribing where obstales are loated, and where obstales



4.4. VORONOI DIAGRAM 41are not loated. Note, in this CM the distane for a diagonal step (scd) isde�ned to be SQRT(2) and the distane for vertial or horizontal steps (scvh)is de�ned to be 1. Depending on in whih appliation and to whih purposethe CM is used, form and look of it may vary by hanged values for scd and
scvh. Also the auray of the distane values may be adjusted depending onneed.

Figure 4.1: 20x60 pixel map and its orresponded CM.4.4 Voronoi DiagramA Voronoi diagram is a deomposition of spae into regions haraterized bya predetermined amount of objets (e.g. points), alled sites. Eah region isde�ned by one site and overs all points in spae whih are, with respet toa ertain metri (often Eulidean distane), loser to that site of the regionthan at any other site. Suh regions are also known as Voronoi ells. There arepoints in spae whih have more than one nearest site, i.e. form the boundariesbetween two regions and a Voronoi diagram is formed by all these points. TheVoronoi vertexes or nodes are the points equidistant to three (or more) sides.More formula expressed a Voronoi diagram in the plane is expressed as follows:if P = {p1,p2, ...,pn} is a set of sites (points) in the plane, then the Voronoidiagram is the sub-division of the plane into n distint ells, one for eah site.



42 CHAPTER 4. BASICS AND SIMILAR CONCEPTSFor eah ell applies that a point q orresponds to a site pi i� dist(q,pi) <

dist(q,pj) for eah pj ∈ P with j 6= i. Figure 4.2 shows a simple ase of aVoronoi diagram1 given a set of points in the plane. A deeper introdutionto Voronoi diagrams is e.g. given in [60℄. Some examples of appliations forVoronoi diagrams are, nearest neighbor queries for data struture problems inomputational geometry and business appliations suh as determining whereto loate a store so it is no loser to any existing store of its kind. A furtherappliation for Voronoi diagrams is in roboti path planning, where they areused in two dimensional spae using a searh algorithm searhing the Voronoiedges for a maximum learane paths. Examples of appliations in robotisusing Voronoi diagrams an be found in [6, 54, 36, 15, 58℄. Often some formof generalization of the Voronoi diagram is neessary to ful�ll the needs of anappliation. There are multiple methods to onstrut a Voronoi diagram andone of the simplest is to �nd the perpendiular bisetion between a site p anda site q. This separates the plane into two halfplanes, one with points loserto p and one with points loser to q. A Voronoi ell determined by pi anfound by interseting all the half planes that separate a site pi from the othersites pj. Doing this for all the points reates the Voronoi diagram. Althoughthe proedure above is easy to understand, it is, in terms of time, ine�ientand more e�ient methods are usually used to ompute a Voronoi diagram.Steven Fortune desribes in [14℄ a plane sweep algorithm alled the "Fortune'salgorithm". His algorithm uses a sweep line and a beah line to generate aVoronoi diagrams. The sweep line passes the entire plane and omputes therebya omplete Voronoi diagram. This algorithm is very e�ient and oneptuallyeasy to understand.1Diagram was generated by the Matlab funtion VORONOI(X,Y).
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Figure 4.2: Voronoi Diagram generated using the Matlab funtionVORONOI(X,Y).4.4.1 Generalized Voronoi Diagram in RobotisGeneralized Voronoi diagrams used in robotis an be seen as variants of CMs,often only referred to as learane maps. They have ommon properties withCMs desribed in 4.3, but also a ouple of di�erenes. Both provide distanesto a spei�ed disrete set of objets in the spae. CMs do this for any point ofthe map, whereas distanes has to be omputed from Voronoi diagrams for aertain loation. As aforementioned, a Voronoi diagram an be very useful inrobot path planning. Restriting a robot to traverse the edges of Voronoi dia-gram will insure that it is as far as possible away from the nearest surroundingobstales. For that purpose it is neessary to represent sides as obstales andthat is why generalizations of Voronoi diagrams in robotis onern the shapeof the sites where Voronoi diagrams are onstruted for the boundaries of sim-ple polygons. The edges of the Voronoi diagram are then equidistant betweenthe two nearest obstales and these edges are ideal for a mobile robot's pathwhen maximum learane is desired. Paul Blaer has developed an algorithm foromputing safe paths for mobile robots using generalized Voronoi diagrams.The algorithm is �rst desribed and used in [6℄ and is also desribed in [7℄.Moreover, Blaer presents in [7℄ a Java applet that demonstrates the path plan-ning algorithm in ation. Given a map with a variety of polygonal obstalesthat are to be avoided, Blaer's algorithm determines maximum learane pathsby using an approah based on the generalized Voronoi diagram for a planarregion. He uses Fortune's sweepline algorithm to ompute the needed Voronoidiagrams. One this diagram has been onstruted, the algorithm searhes the



44 CHAPTER 4. BASICS AND SIMILAR CONCEPTSVoronoi verties for a path, with maximum learane, around obstales usingDijkstra's algorithm. To �nd the generalized Voronoi diagram for the olle-tion of polygons stored in the map, Blaer uses an approximation based on theproblem of omputing the Voronoi diagram for a set of disrete sites (pointsalong the edges of the polygons). First, he approximates the boundaries ofthe polygonal obstales with a number of points that result from subdividingeah side of the original polygons into segments. Then the Voronoi diagram forthis olletion of approximating points is omputed. He then eliminates thoseVoronoi edges whih have one or both endpoints lying inside any of the ob-stales to �nally get an approximation of the generalized Voronoi diagram forthe original obstales in the map formed by the remaining Voronoi edges. Touse the diagram in path planning, one must onnet the robot's start and goalpoints to the diagram. Blaer has developed two possible ways to aomplishthis. The �rst method involves adding two small obstales at the loation ofthe start and the goal and in this way fore the algorithm to inlude the startand goal automatially in the diagram. This method has the drawbak that itrequires the Voronoi diagram to be reomputed eah time new start and goalpoints are entered. The seond method (used in the applet) adds the startand the goal of the robot to the nearest Voronoi verties by straight lines. Inase an obstale lies between the start or the goal and the nearest vertex, avertex is searhed where this is not the ase (next nearest vertex et.). Thefound path, whih is is a subset of the Voronoi diagram, remains for the mostpart equidistant between the obstales losest to the robot. Figure 4.3 shows aVoronoi diagram onstruted for a map of a part of the Morningside Heightsampus of Columbia University using Blaer's method .4.5 Context-Dependent BlendingUsually, the ativity of multiple behavior produing modules have to be oordi-nated. The simplest way of fusing the ommands from di�erent behaviors by aswithing sheme, where the output from one behavior is seleted for exeution,and all the others are ignored, is often inadequate in situations where severalriteria should be simultaneously taken into aount. Sa�otti [49℄ de�ned,a general ombination pattern, alled Context-Dependent Blending (CDB).CDB uses both fuzzy meta-rules to obtain the ativation of di�erent onur-rent behavior modules and fuzzy ombination to fuse the output from thesemodules in ase when multiple behaviors are partially ativated. Sa�otti allsthese methods behavior arbitration and ommando fusion, respetively. Thearbitration of behaviors are determined by fuzzy meta rules of the formIF A THEN ativate behavior_B (4.3)Figure 4.4 shows the struture of a fuzzy ontroller where the output fromthe ontext rules is multiplied by the output from the behavior modules to
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Figure 4.3: A Voronoi diagram onstruted for a map of a part of the Morn-ingside Heights ampus of Columbia University.be added together before the �nal defuzzi�ation step. Sa�otti proposes in[49℄ fuzzy meta-rules to assign behaviors the strength of their ativation byomputing weights onstituting the relevane of eah behavior at every timeinstant. The in�uene of a behavior on ations is situation dependent and thebehavior weight is alulated dynamially taking into aount the situation themobile robot is in. Equation 4.4 shows the mathematial onept of behaviorweighting. CDB has been used by several researhers in autonomous robotisto build omplex robot behaviors (e.g. [11, 65, 64, 52, 53, 8, 22, 3, 37, 2, 28,23, 51, 24℄).
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Figure 4.4: Struture of a fuzzy ontroller using CDB. Figure from [6℄, usedwith permission.
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Chapter 5Design and Implementation5.1 Computing a Global Clearane MapThe hallenge in omputing a global learane map from a grid map, estab-lished by obstale ells and unknown ells, is to �nd for a given unknown ell inthis grid map the distane to the nearest obstale ell. The method developedin this projet alulates not only the Manhattan distane between two ellsbut the diagonal distane if the shortest distane between an unknown elland its nearest obstale ell is so. One it is determined whih obstale ell isthe nearest one for an unknown ell, it is easy to ompute the distane to thisby using 4.2. The CM is omputed for a new environment map one at startup and saved, i.e. it an be loaded in a seond run from a �le and there is noneed to ompute it again exept when the environment map is hanged. Theproedure searhes through the whole grid map and omputes, for eah un-known ell, the distane to the nearest obstale ell and assign this value to theunknown ell. Given an unknown ell, �rst the neighbor ells with the nearestdistane, aording to 4.2, are heked for its status. Then the next nearestells are heked and so on until an obstale ell is met. The method is demon-strated here with an example. To formulate the method more understandable,for this example the distane values for diagonal, horizontal and vertial stepsde�ned in the ommon introdution of CMs in 4.3 are taken over. That is, scdis de�ned to be SQRT(2) and scvh is de�ned to be 1. Figure 5.1 shows thedi�erent steps of the algorithm on the basis of a small grid map of 11x11 gridswhih is su�ient small to be used to explain the algorithm. First in 5.1a themap as a whole is shown. Obstale ells are marked at bottom-left in the map.The marked ells forming a ross in the middle have a speial funtion in thesearh algorithm and are here named ross distanes. This is further explainedbelow. Supposed, the algorithm has to ompute and assign a distane valueto the ell in the middle of the map. Let us, for simpliity, all it ell 0 (thedistane from ell 0 to ell 0 is 0). In a �rst step, the algorithm examines thenearest neighbor ells de�ned by a 3x3 array for its status. Inside this array,47
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(a) (b) ()

(d) (e) (f)Figure 5.1: Determine the nearest obstale ell for the unknown ell 0.�rst the ells for whih the distane is 1 to ell 0 are heked and then thosefor whih the distane is 1.41. If no obstale ell is met in this �rst step theells along a 5x5 array one step further are examined as shown in 5.1. Thisproedure ontinues until an obstale ell is met as indiated in the frame 5.1e.The ell marked with a star is a andidate for the nearest obstale ell for ell0, but observe it is possible to meet obstale ells with lower distane valuesto ell 0 if the searh ontinues. Would e.g. any of the ells holding a rossdistane in frame 5.1f be an obstale ell, then one of them would have a lowerdistane to ell 0. One an be sure that the found ell is the nearest obstaleell �rst if the value of the highest ross distane exeeds the distane valueof the found andidate ell. Finally, the distane value of the found obstaleell is assigned to ell 0 and the distane to the nearest obstale for the nextunknown ell is omputed.



5.1. COMPUTING A GLOBAL CLEARANCE MAP 495.1.1 Appliation-Spei� Choie of Distane ValuesIt has already been mentioned in 4.3 that the hoie of di�erent values for scdand scvh a�et ertain harateristis of the CM. Di�erent values for scvh dosale the distane value for ells but do not hange the position of maximumlearane. E.g. in straight ahead orridors the CM will indiate the positionfarthest away from obstale (i.e. from the walls) in the middle of the orridor,independently from the value of scvh. This looks di�erent for various valuesof scd, beause it in�uenes the position of maximum learane in urves andis worth to look loser into. To larify this, a CM was omputed for the mapshown in �gure 2.2 twie, using di�erent values for scd. To start with, �rst scdand scvh are set to the values used in the example shown in 5.1. Figure 5.2shows a part of the CM omputed for the map in �gure 2.2. The extrat showsthe urve down to the right. Cells framed by a solid line are those with thehighest distane to obstales, i.e. the position of maximum learane wouldbe indiated there by the CM. As an be seen, the trajetory of maximumlearane is more round inside the urve. Figure 5.3 shows another part ofthis CM. This time, the extrat shows the upper horizontal orridor in heightof the exit leading to the inner orridor. The �gure indiates that the path ofmaximum learane is slightly drawn toward the exit at the height of it. As theCM would be used in a path planner to plan a path with maximum learane,a value of SQRT(2) for scd might sometimes be a draw bak. If a path plannerwould plan a straight ahead path passing the exit, the pass would be drawntoward the exit at the height of the this. This would happen beause the pathplanner would favor a path through the framed ells.

Figure 5.2: CM with scd de�ned to be SQRT(2) and scvh de�ned to be 1.Extrat shows the urve down to the right.
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Figure 5.3: CM with scd de�ned to be SQRT(2) and scvh de�ned to be 1.Extrat shows the upper horizontal orridor in height of the exit leading tothe inner orridor.The seond time scd was de�ned to be 1 instead of SQRT(2). Figure 5.4shows the same part of the CM as shown in �gure 5.2 omputed with the newvalue of scd. Following the trajetory of maximum learane, this time it makesa sharp 90o turn at the height of the orner. Depending on the appliation theCM is used for, the one or the other form of the CM is appropriate.
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Figure 5.4: CM with both scd and scvh de�ned to be 1. Extrat shows theurve down to the right.5.2 Path PlannerOne the CM has been onstruted one an use it to �nd robot paths that passwith maximal learane obstales. This means that the requirement of �ndingthe shortest path between two loations is released in favor of the requirementof �nding a path that holds the robot both in straight ahead driving and inurves in the middle of the orridor. The developed method here is inspired bymethods used in game programming where terrain is reated that is walkablebut at a higher movement ost. During a run of the A* searh algorithm ellsnear an obstale are penalized suh as the path in the middle of a orridorbeomes more attrative. For this purpose the lassial representation of theA* searh algorithm desribed in 4.1.2 was modi�ed and gives in the pathsearh ells near obstales a higher movement ost g. Given a CM, �rst thehighest value in it is determined, i.e. the ell farthest away from obstales.Reall from 4.1 that for a partiular ell C the value of g(C) gives the ostof movement from the initial ell to C. This value is penalized by an amountdepending on the distane of C to its nearest obstale ell. When a ell isexpanded and g is omputed for a neighbor ell C then g(C) onsists notonly of the g value of the expanded ell plus 1 or SQRT(1), i.e. the ost ofmovement, but also of the distane value from the CM at that loation. The
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(a) (b)Figure 5.5: Path between two loations with maximum learane using (a) the�rst CM and (b) the seond CM desribed in 5.1.1.ost of movement for one step to ell ij is alulated aording to formula 5.1where maxCM, as already indiated, is the highest value stored in the CMand distij is the distane to the nearest obstale for the atual ell ij. s is asale fator whih an be used to steer how hard a path through a partiularell, with its lower distane to the nearest obstale, is panelized. sc is the stepost. Sine we de�ned the step ost for a diagonal step to be SQRT(2) andthe step ost of vertial or horizontal steps to be 1, sc may take one of thesevalues, respetively (do not onfuse scd and scvh with this variable. sc is usedin 5.1 where as the last mentioned variables are used in 4.2). Figure 5.5a showsa path between two loations generated by this method. Here, the �rst CMomputed in 5.1.1 is used and as shown the path holds a maximum learaneto the walls aording the de�ned measurements. Figure 5.5a shows a path forthe same start and goal point using the seond CM desribed in 5.1.1. As anbe seen the path is wider inside urves and makes a sharp 90o turn there. Forthe purpose of this projet we believe that the seond CM used to omputethe path in �gure 5.5a is more appropriate.
costij = (maxCM − distij) ∗ s + sc (5.1)5.2.1 Method for Following a PathA general method to follow the path was implemented. We wanted to use aslightly more robust method for path following, so we ended up using look-



5.2. PATH PLANNER 53ahead. In the implementation we do not do any proessing of the list of mapoordinates; they are used diretly as given from the planner.To selet whih oordinate the robot is to move to we do the following:(1) The urrent position of the robot (x,y) is onverted into map oordinates
(i, j). (2) The losest oordinate N on the path is alulated by omparing eahoordinate with the robot oordinate. The oordinate with least hessboarddistane to the robot oordinate is seleted as N. (3) The oordinate the robotis to move to is simply seleted as the 5th next oordinate in a list of mapoordinates. The oordinate the robot is to move to depends on the size of therobot and the size of the environment. It an be hanged easily.It should be mentioned that we wrote the ode so that N annot be movedbak, only loser to the goal. When testing on the Stage simulator, we foundthis approah to work pretty well.5.2.2 Transforming Between Map and Robot CoordinatesThe origin of the global oordinate system is de�ned in the bottom left or-ner of the grid map and the grid map itself de�nes its origin in the top leftorner. Figure 5.6 shows this in a simple map of 3 by 3 ells. That makes theimplementation of some transformation funtions neessary.

Figure 5.6: The map and robot oordinate systems.Let h be the height of the grid map. Then, the equations to transform froma map oordinate (i, j) to a robot oordinate (x,y) is written as in 5.2:
x = j ∗ cellWidth/10.0
y = (h − i) ∗ cellHeight/10.0 (5.2)Getting the equations for alulating (x,y) to (i, j) is just a matter ofreworking 5.2. Division by 10 is neessary beause the measurements in theglobal oordinate system are done in m, whereas measurements in the grid



54 CHAPTER 5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATIONmap are done in mm. It should be mentioned that sine map oordinates mustbe integers, we perform rounding (trunation) when onverting (x,y) to (i, j).5.3 ControllerThe nature of a robot-bed transport asks for multiple behavior produingmodules. Three di�erent behaviors are used in this projet all working on thesame fuzzy sets in their response-part. These three behavior produing modulesare go to next way point, obstale avoidane and safe bed. The fuzzy sets setin the response-part of the di�erent behaviors are rotate and veloity. Veloityonsists of the fuzzy responses bak, none, slow and fast and rotate onsistsof the fuzzy responses turn left, no turn and turn right. Having �gure4.4 in mind, the amount of ontribution from the di�erent behaviors to theoverall robot behavior is deided by CDB. Pratially, eah behavior produingmodule works on its own loal versions of rotate and veloity whih �nally arefused in CDB. For eah of this behavior produing modules fuzzy meta rulesalulates their arbitration. How CDB is used and whih fuzzy sets are used inthe stimulus-parts of the respetive behavior produing modules is explainedin following subsetions. Note, that some of the fuzzy prediates mentionedin the following subsetions are both used in the stimulus-part of the obstaleavoidane behavior and of the safe bed behavior. For that purpose we deidednot to give names to the di�erent fuzzy sets used in the stimulus-parts ofthe respetive behaviors and instead list the fuzzy prediates used. Espeiallyworth to mention is the fuzzy prediate Danger. This prediate beomes trueeah time the bed approahes an obstale so muh that it would get stukimminently, i.e. some form of reation by the person following is inevitable. Atrue fuzzy prediate Danger auses an emergeny stop until the bed is movedin a better position, i.e. away from the obstale. Further, a bit more advanedtwo-step defuzzi�ation method were developed.5.3.1 Go To BehaviorFuzzy prediates used in the stimulus-part of the go to behavior are Pos_Left,Pos_Ahead, Pos_Right and Pos_Here. The degree of truth of these prediatesis based on the urrent posture of the robot and the goal oordinate. Forexample, Pos_Left tells if the goal is loated to the left of the robot, and itis absolutely true if the angle to the goal is larger than a ertain value. It isabsolutely false if the angle is so small that the robot heads in diretion ofits way point. Fuzzy inferene for the go to behavior is done by the behaviorproduing module following:



5.3. CONTROLLER 55IF Pos_Left AND NOT(Pos_Here) THEN turn leftIF Pos_Ahead AND NOT(Pos_Here) THEN no turnIF Pos_Right AND NOT(Pos_Here) THEN turn rightIF Pos_Here THEN noneIF Pos_Left AND NOT(Pos_Here)OR Pos_Right AND NOT(Pos_Here) THEN slowIF Pos_Ahead AND NOT(Pos_Here) THEN fast (5.3)
5.3.2 Obstale Avoidane BehaviorFuzzy prediates used in the stimulus-part of the obstale avoidane behaviorare ObsZone0, ObsZone1, ObsZone2, ObsZone3 and ObsZone4. Figure 5.7 showsdi�erent zones sanned by the laser beam dediated to the fuzzy prediates.Observe ObsZone5 is not used in the obstale avoidane behavior but in the safebad behavior. This is further explained in 5.3.3. The fuzzy prediates aboveare set respetively when obstales are enountered inside the laser zones. Thedistanes to the obstales inside zone 0 and zone 1 are obtained by using therespetive laser beam and simply omputing the Pythagorean Theorem. To getthe distane to the obstale inside zone 2, zone 3 and zone 4 the laser beamsare used without further omputation. For all the zones the shortest distanemeasured is used to set the respetive fuzzy prediates. Fuzzy inferene for theobstale avoidane behavior is done in the following manner:IF NOT(ObsZone3) AND ObsZone2 ANDNOT(ObsZone1) AND NOT(Danger) THEN turn leftIF ObsZone1 AND ObsZone0 OR Danger THEN no turnIF NOT(ObsZone2) AND ObsZone3 ANDNOT(ObsZone0) AND NOT(Danger) THEN turn rightIF Danger OR ObsZone4 THEN noneIF NOT(Danger) OR NOT(ObsZone4) THEN slow (5.4)
5.3.3 Safe Bed BehaviorThe task of this behavior is to safe the bed in dangerous situations, i.e. when-ever it approahes a onvex orner where a orretion of the bed positionnot automatially is given by the subsequent movement of the robot. Fuzzyprediates used in the stimulus-part of the safe bed behavior are ObsZone0,ObsZone1, ObsZone5, Pos_Right, Pos_Left, CornerLeft and CornerRight.It is already explained in forgoing parts how the used fuzzy prediates areset exept for CornerLeft and CornerRight. CornerLeft and CornerRightare fuzzy prediates whih beome true whenever the bed (exatly the edge



56 CHAPTER 5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATIONof the bed) approahes a onvex orner. This needs a further explanation onhow onvex orners are deteted and how, resulting of this, CornerLeft andCornerRight are set. A theoretial model for how this ould be done is alreadyproposed in 3.5 and in 5.3.6 the implementation is extensively explained. Fur-thermore, it is neessary to say something about ObsZone5. When a onvexorner is deteted, the safe bed behavior is ativated and the robot tries to ma-neuver the bed in a better position away from the orner. As ommon hospitalorridors are relatively narrow, the robot approahes one of the walls very soonwhen this maneuver is exeuted and then the obstale avoidane behavior isativated. Experiments have shown that in suh situations, the robot mightbe turned against the diretion to the next way point and when that happensavoids the wall in the wrong diretion. This results �nally in a irular motionwhen the wall is suessfully avoided and the go to behavior is ativated again.To avoid this behavior, the robot rotates in diretion of the next way pointwhen ObsZone5 beomes true whih is before the obstale avoidane behavioris ativated. Fuzzy inferene for the safe bed behavior is done by the behaviorproduing module below:IF NOT(Danger) AND NOT(ObsZone1) AND(CornerRight AND NOT(ObsZone5) ORCornerLeft AND ObsZone5 AND Pos_Left) THEN turn leftIF CornerRight AND ObsZone1OR CornerLeft AND ObsZone0 OR Danger THEN no turnIF NOT(Danger) AND NOT(ObsZone0) AND(CornerLeft AND NOT(ObsZone5) ORCornerRight AND ObsZone5 AND Pos_Right) THEN turn rightIF Danger THEN noneIF (CornerRight OR CornerLeft) AND NOT(Danger) THEN slow (5.5)
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Figure 5.7: Danger zones of the laser range �nder.5.3.4 ArbitrationFuzzy meta-rules shown in 5.6 are used to obtain the ativation of the di�erentonurrent behavior modules desribed above. Note the order of priority whereobstale avoidane has the highest priority. This is, to make sure that the robotavoids obstales in every possible situation if neessary, exept Danger is true.The safe bed behavior has a higher priority than the go to behavior to ensurethe safety of the bed. To fuse the output from the behavior modules, fuzzyombination is done aording to equation 4.4.Arbitration_Obstale_Avoidane = ObsZone0 OR ObsZone3 OR ObsZone6Arbitration_Safe_Bed =(CornerRight OR CornerLeft OR Danger) AND NOT(ArbitObsAvoid)Arbitration_Go_To = NOT(ArbitIntSum) (5.6)5.3.5 Converting Fuzzy Sets to Control ValuesAfter the fuzzy sets rotate and veloity have been alulated, respetive set isonverted into a single response rotation respetive translation speed. First,eah fuzzy set is onverted into a single response by doing a entroid defuzzi-�ation by CoG (Center of Gravity); the degree of truth for eah responseis onsidered to alulate the average response. For example, fuzzy set rotatewill be onverted into a value in the interval [0.0, 2.0℄, where 0.0 means fullrotation to the left and 2.0 full rotation to the right. Figure 5.8 shows how the
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Figure 5.8: Conversion from fuzzy set rotate to rotation speed and veloity totranslation speed.result from entroid defuzzi�ations onverted into rotation and translationspeeds for fuzzy sets rotate and veloity, respetively.The reason why the funtions are disontinuous at 1.0 is to prevent too lowspeeds being sent to the robot; else there is a risk of trunation to zero, makingthe robot not doing translation and/or rotation at all. A power funtion hasbeen used to ahieve the urvature, whih provides a smoother robot behavior.5.3.6 Corner DetetionReall, the enter of the rear axis of the bed C is omputed by the equa-tions 2.2. This point is onsidered to be the position of the bed (x,y) in theglobal oordinate system. To get a proper implementation of the methodologydesribed in 3.5, we need for eah ontrol loop to ompute the loation of mea-suring points along the edges of the bed and beside the robot. These points arethen used to feth the ontent of ells in the CM at that position to hek thedistane of the robot and the bed to the nearest obstale at that point. Thevalues, fethed from the CM, an then be used to hek if a situation ourswhere a reation in some form is needed, i.e. the bed approahes a onvex or-ner where it ould get stuk or the bed approahes an obstale in some otherway so muh that the transport has to be interrupted. Figure 5.9 shows theused measuring points. Some of these measuring points, the un�lled ones, arenot along the edge of the bed and are here named "virtual" measuring points.These virtual measuring points are needed to reat in time to a dangeroussituation and prevent the robot to turn into too narrow paths. What followsnow is an explanation how the position of the here desribed measuring pointsin the learane map are omputed to feth their distane values. Observing�gure 5.9, a loal oordinate system is plaed on position C. Beause the size



5.3. CONTROLLER 59of the bed is known, the o�set of the measuring points in x- and y-diretionfrom C is omputable. Then, given the position of C in the global oordinatesystem ommon transformations are used to ompute the position of the mea-suring points in the global oordinate system. Finally it is needed to omputethe position of the measuring points in map oordinates and feth its valuefrom the learane map. We wanted to ensure that a measuring point is plaedat eah orner of the bed. To make this sure N and R are omputed as in 5.7:
N = wt2 + ORC

R = wt2 − ORC
(5.7)To get an o�set for the measuring points along the x-axis of the loaloordinate system, N is divided by the number of real measuring points infront of the rear axis. The o�set along the y-axis is given by dividing theheight of the bed hb by 2. The o�set for the measuring points behind therear axis is given diretly by R and hb divided by 2. When the alulatedo�sets exeed the length of N, the measuring points beome virtually. Themeasuring points are stored until the step passes the size of L. One the o�setfor all measuring points in x- and y-diretion are omputed and transformedto the global oordinate system, a reworked version of equation 5.2 is used toget their position in map oordinates. The next step is, as disussed in 3.5,to �nd in the set of the measuring points along a bed edge, the one havingthe largest distane to the next obstale. Found this for all measuring pointsalong the edge to be heked, the distane to the nearest obstale is found.If e.g. a measuring point, lying between the "maximum distane point" andthe most right measuring point or most left measuring point along that edge,has a shorter distane to an obstale than the most left measuring point, themost right measuring point or the "maximum distane point" a onvex orneris deteted. CornerRight and CornerLeft are set aording to this found mindistanes.
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Figure 5.9: Measuring points long the robot and the bed.5.4 Loal MapThe ontroller repeatedly heks for new obstales whih are not reorded inthe map. When the laser range �nder hits an obstale, the ontroller inspetsin the environment map the ell at that loation for its status. If its statusis "walkable" an unknown obstale is disovered. The oordinate of the ellto be heked is alulated in a loal oordinate system with origin plaedat the robot position. The oordinates are then transformed into the globaloordinate system using the posture of the robot and �nally onverted intomap oordinates. The loal map at suh a oordinate is set to be an obstaleif not already done in the global map. There are no sensors mounted on thebed or at the rear of the robot, i.e. one the robot has passed an obstale thereis no way for it to detet this obstale any more. This makes it impossible forthe robot to register outdated unknown obstales, i.e. obstales whih are onedeteted and stored in the loal map but are removed by the user afterwards,after the robot has passed these obstales. Anyway, it is very easy to extend theprogram to use the laser range �nder to remove suh outdated obstales fromthe loal map when passing them a seond time. This was not implementedbeause the robot usually does not pass the same loation twie in a transport.Instead a funtion was implemented where a push of a button lears the loalmap.



Chapter 6ExperimentsIn order to demonstrate the appliability of the found methods, �ve runs fromthe set of simulated runs were seleted. Moreover, the path planner reated byPaul Blaer (desribed in 4.4.1) is used as a referene system and some qualita-tive omparisons are done to show pros and ons of our developed maximumlearane path planner. Unfortunately, Blaer did neither provide us with theexeutables or ode of his program nor with performane data of his path plan-ner. Other authors of similar path planners also seem to be pretty autiousby providing their program or data about the performane of their path plan-ners. That is, the test data onerning the performane of the path planner inomparison to Blaer's has to be handled with are.In the �rst example a run is shown where it is assumed that an "ExpertPerson" as desribed in 3.2.2 is following the transport. This is to show the"normal ase" of an automated robot-bed transport. In a seond run a "LazyPerson" following the transport is assumed. That is, the person following thetransport is not reating appropriately and it falls in the duty of the robot toorret a false position of the bed. In a third run it is shown how the robotreats when it enounters unknown obstales. It is shown that it reats to suhobstales and reords them to make sure that the bed does not get stuk onthem. In a fourth run an unknown obstale is plaed in suh a manner thatthe robot with the bed is able to turn into the narrow path but �nally getsstuk so that a removal of the unknown obstale is neessary. In a last run, anunknown obstale is plaed so that the robot would be able to pass it but thebed would get stuk beause it is wider than the robot. This is done in orderto demonstrate the in 3.4 proposed marker poles. For all �ve runs apply thatthe robot starts at the oordinate (10, 2.5). This start position is indiatedin �gure 2.2. In some frames of the following �ve �gures, an arrow indiatesthe diretion in whih the bed is turned by sidewise movement or obstalesare moved. Note that the arrow only indiates the diretion of motion. Thedi�erent lengths of the arrows do not signify anything.61



62 CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTS6.1 Simulation 1 "Expert Person"In this run, the intention is to bring the robot and the bed through the orridorsto the oordinate (10, 10) (trajetory is desribed by �gure 5.5b). Figure 6.1shows a set of sreen shots taken from this run. Although it is di�ult to showthrough images, the interplay between the robot and the person followingensures a smooth and fast transport of the bed to its destination. The personfollowing tries where neessary to turn the bed sidewise away from onvexorners whih allows the robot to deal with the go to behavior instead of beingbusy with the safe bad behavior.
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)Figure 6.1: Simulation 1 "Expert Person"6.2 Simulation 2 "Lazy Person"One again the goal of the robot is at oordinate (10, 10). Figure 6.2 shows aset of sreen shots taken from this run (note, �gure overs two pages). Thistime the person is somewhat slow and does not reat as needed. That is whythe robot gets stuk as shown in frame 6.2d. First a onvex orner is detetedand the robot tries to bring the bed in a better position and prevent it fromhanging on the orner (6.2a - 6.2) before it �nally realizes that there is no



6.2. SIMULATION 2 "LAZY PERSON" 63way to move on without the bed stiking on the orner (6.2d). The frames 6.2a- 6.2 also show how the robot turns into the diretion of the way point whendeteting the wall in front of it. In the position shown in frame 6.2d, the robotwaits until the person reats and brings the bed in a better position (indiatedby the arrow). Beause of the laziness of the person, the same thing happenson every onvex orner on whih the robot and the bed pass. Note also theframe 6.2l. The robot has not reahed the goal, but a further movement to thegoal would imply that the bed would bump against the wall and that is whythe robot does not move further.
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)Figure 6.2: Simulation 2 "Lazy Person" (a) - (f)
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(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)Figure 6.2: Simulation 2 "Lazy Person" (g) - (l)



6.3. SIMULATION 3 "UNKNOWN OBSTACLE" 656.3 Simulation 3 "Unknown Obstale"Here, the robot tries with the bed to pass an unknown obstale. Frame 6.3m -6.3o shows how the robot perepts the unknown obstale and how it is avoided.Note, during this proess it stores the position of the obstale in a loal mapby sanning it with the laser. When the bed is in height of the obstale, therobot is able to ompute the distane of the bed to this unknown obstale.In frame 6.3p, the robot stops the transport beause the bed is too near theobstale. It waits until the person reats and moves the bed to the left in thediretion of motion so that the transport an ontinue.
(m) (n) (o)
(p) (q) (r)Figure 6.3: Simulation 3 "Unknown Obstale"



66 CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTS6.4 Simulation 4 "Remove Registered Obstale"Here the situation is almost the same as in 6.3 but this time the bed getsstuk in suh a way that neither a move to the left nor to the right wouldimprove its position. This is shown in �gure 6.4. On the left side (in diretionof motion) there is the wall and on the right side the unknown obstale. Here,the system deides to stop and wait until the situation is hanged by e.g. theremoval of the obstale as indiated in frame 6.4d. Observe that the bed itselfannot register the removal beause it does not have any sensors and the robotwith its laser range �nder has already passed the unknown obstale. In someway it is neessary to tell the system that the obstale is now removed. In thissituation a push of a button of the gamepad lears the loal map.
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)Figure 6.4: Simulation 4 "Remove Registered Obstale"



6.5. SIMULATION 5 "MARKER POLES" 676.5 Simulation 5 "Marker Poles"This is again a similar situation as in 6.3 but this time the path between thewall and the unknown obstale is so narrow that the robot would be able topass it but the bed would get stuk inside it. As an be seen, the robot tries�rst to turn into the path 6.5b - 6.5e but �nally realizes that it is too narrowand stops 6.5f (whih of ourse annot be seen here).
(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)Figure 6.5: Simulation 5 "Marker Poles"



68 CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTS6.6 Experimental Analysis of the Path PlannerA major drawbak of Voronoi diagrams as used by [6℄ is that distane mea-surements not are provided diretly by it. The reason for this is that a Voronoidiagram does only redue the searh area of path planning to those loationswith maximum learane to obstales without weighting the searh algorithmby distane values as we did. It might be possible to ompute distanes to thenearest obstale and store them in some data struture representing the edgesof the Voronoi diagram, but this would only provide distanes between thepositions of maximum learane and the nearest obstales to this. For otherloations distanes would have to be omputed on line whih would burdenthe fl. On the other hand, restriting a path planner to the edges reated by aVoronoi diagram will redue the searh area for the path planner. This mightmake path planners using Voronoi diagrams faster but Blaer's path plannersearhes only the Voronoi vertexes and the question is justi�ed if the foundpath is everywhere optimal with respet to distane to the goal. Searhing thewhole Voronoi diagram might provide a shorter path. However, our path plan-ner needs for the most ompliated paths not more than 3 seonds when usinga 200x200 ells large grid map, and for easier ones less than 1 seond. For asimilar path the Java applet mentioned needs around 1 seond and for easierones around 0.7 seonds. This omparison is of ourse �awed: We do not knowhow large the map Blaer used is and in addition we wrote our program in C++whereas Blaer's program whih is available to us is a Java applet running ona web browser. However, we believe that these numbers show that our pathplanner omputes paths at an aeptable speed. Blaer's Java Applet does notompute the Voronoi diagram at start up. It is already omputed and storedwhen the applet is loaded so we annot ompare the performane of our CMwith the performane of Blaer's program onerning the "distane providingtool". Note that the omputation time for our CM depends not only on thesize of the grid map but also on how large the free area (the area without ob-stales) is. For the map used in the experiments of this hapter (200x200 ells),the algorithm does need less then 1 seond to ompute the CM. For anothertest we removed all interior walls from this map so that only the outer wallswhere stored in the map. The CM was this time omputed in approximately 9seonds. This shows potential for improvement. On the other hand the CM isonly omputed one when a new environmental map is loaded and then stored.Another on of Blaer's path planner is his way to onnet the start and goalto the Voronoi diagram. Using the �rst desribed method in 4.4.1 a repeatedomputation of the diagram is neessary eah time the robot reahed a goaland a new path has to be omputed for a further movement. This is of ourseomputationally expensive. Using the seond method solves this problem but,having in mind that the start and the goal position of the robot is onnetedto the Voronoi diagram by straight lines, these lines do not neessarily providea maximum learane to obstales although these lines represent only a short
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Figure 6.6: Paths omputed with Blaers method. Paths are drawn toward exits.part of the path. Our path planner provides a maximum learane path fromstart to goal without the need to add arti�ial obstales to the map or omputethe learane map multiple times exept the environmental map is hanged.In 5.1.1 we desribe a problem where a straight ahead path passing an exit isdrawn toward the exit at the height of this. This problem is also visualized in�gure 5.3. We desribe also how this problem is solved by hoosing the rightvalues for scd. Apparently, Blaer has the same problem not solved or he hasno need to solve this. This is shown in two frames in �gure 6.6. Anyway, forour appliation it is better to have an approah where paths not are drawntoward exits and this would for us be a drawbak when using an approahwith Voronoi diagrams.





Chapter 7Conlusion7.1 SummaryThe task of reating a path planner and a fuzzy ontroller for a mobile robotpulling a bed was hallenging beause a number of problems ourred duringthe projet. First the intention was to ompute distanes between the bed andobstales online when needed. This approah would not solve the problem ofpath planning with maximum learane beause the measurements would notbe available at planning time. So, we deided after some searhing in informa-tive literature to use a learane map whih is usable on two fronts, both inpath planning and in ontrolling. A fat that should not be underestimated isthat the reated path planner is quite universal. It an be used with almost nomodi�ation in other appliations where a maximum learane path is needed.Despite the problems, still the main goals of the projet were ahieved. In 3.3a de�nition for "intelligent" behavior during a hospital bed transport is given.Methods were found to exploit the interplay between a person and the robotin a robot bed transport. Further, methods were found to ompute distanesbetween a bed and lose obstales despite the fat that the bed does not haveany sensor data. The obtained distanes make an e�ient orner detetionmethod possible. Future work should fous on improving how the deliveringproess and the path planner an be improved and of ourse test the methodsfound in this projet on a real robot platform.7.2 Future Work7.2.1 Proess the Planned PathSomething, whih ame up pretty late during this projet was the questionif proessing the planned path would provide a more adapted path, for thepurpose of a robot bed transport. The reason why returned paths might beproessed, is the form of the planned path in urves. One ould think that awider veering in diretion of the onave orner would be desirable. This would71



72 CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONviolate the maximum learane poliy used in the path planner but wouldprobably improve turning movements. Figure 7.1 shows how suh a modi�edpath ould look. The ase desribed here might possibly be implemented bysubstituting way points not lying on a straight line with the desired trajetory.

Figure 7.1: Proessed path.7.2.2 Modi�ed Clearane MapThere is probably another way to reah a modi�ed path as the desired oneshown in �gure 7.1. Reall �gure 5.2 and �gure 5.4. If the proess of omputingthe CM is modi�ed in suh a manner that the ells framed by a dashed line,i.e. the one with the highest distane values, lies in the urve along the desiredtrajetory indiated in �gure 7.1, then the path planner would in the urvehoose a path through these ells.
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Appendix AExample of a Stage World File
# This world file reates a robot with laser.interval_sim 100 # simulation timestep in msinterval_real 100 # real -time interval between# simulation updates in ms# onfigure the GUI windowwindow( size [ 700.000 700.000 ℄ # in pixelsenter [ 10.0 7.0 ℄)# load an environment bitmapfloorplan( name "ave"size [20.000 15.000 0.600℄ # in morigin [ 10.0 7.5 0.0 0.0 ℄ # enter of the bitmapbitmap "../bitmaps/hospital1_200x200X.ppm")position( # an refer to the robot by this namename "r0"size [0.5 0.4 0.220℄pose [ 1.750 1.000 0 0.000 ℄laser()) 81


